Why settle for second best when the best is at your finger tip?

Learn flexibly from renowned industry leaders and professors

Cutting edge knowledge linking your project management practices to organisational strategies

Earn 112 Project Management Institute PDUs

AIPM endorsed qualification

Receive recognition towards formal graduate degrees

All of these at a fraction of cost charged by other providers!!

Executive Diploma in PM comprises 4 online modules:

- Project strategic management (strategic intent, business case, framework and governance, as well as client side leadership and management)
- Project human resources, teams, communication and integration management
- Project scope, time and cost management
- Project quality, risk and procurement

*each module earns 28 PDUs
Why Executive Diploma in PM?

- **Executive Diploma in Project Management**, awarded by Asia Pacific International College (a recognised Australian Higher Education Institution)
- Executive Diploma counts towards formal postgraduate qualifications offered by the College in Business and Project Management (e.g. MBA)
- Executive Diploma may be studied in 4 weeks (intensive full time) or spread over a convenient duration (e.g. part time, one module/each month)
- Executive Diploma prepares you for the PMP® examination, though the knowledge covered exceeds PMBOK®.
- Executive Diploma is suitable for in-house training
- Earn 112 PDUs
- Endorsed by AIPM

Learn the best international practices in project management
- Update your knowledge and perform with confidence
- Fast and convenient training for newly appointed PMs
- Modules can be offered on site (each will take 4 days intensive)

Endorsed by AIPM

Confident competent leaders with acquired new capabilities

Contact details:

T: +612 8920 9688
E: apicollege@apicollege.edu.au
W: www.apicollege.edu.au

PMP® and PMBOK® are registered trade marks of PMI.